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Evaluating tooth mobility is clinically significant, not only for diagnosing periodontal tissues but also in determining the

overall periodontal treatment plan. Numerous studies related to tooth mobility have been conducted, including the

proposal of various classifications as well as the development of electronic devices for objective measurement. 
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1. Introduction

Tooth mobility refers to how loose a tooth is from the alveolar socket. The factors that influence tooth mobility include the

height of the supporting alveolar bone, the width of the periodontal ligament, the presence of inflammation, the shape of

the root(s), and the number of roots .

Tooth mobility is divided into physiological and pathological categories. In the morning, physiological mobility is at its

greatest in all teeth, but this diminishes throughout the day . Individuals with healthy tissue conditions typically exhibit

lower mobility compared to those with parafunctional habits . Pregnancy primarily leads to physiological changes that

are associated with increased mobility, and prolonged unilateral dental function can contribute towards heightened

mobility . Pathological mobility refers to a progressive increase in tooth mobility and can be caused by a variety of

factors, such as the progression of periodontal disease, loss of the supporting alveolar bone, bruxism, occlusal trauma,

root pathology, and pulp inflammation . Pathological tooth mobility arises from quantitative and/or qualitative

changes in the tooth’s supporting structures. Tooth mobility can be categorized into two stages: the initial/intrasocket stage

and the secondary stage. The initial/intrasocket stage takes place within the periodontal ligament and is attributed to

viscoelastic distortion of the periodontal fluid, periodontal fibers, and interbundle content. This stage typically involves

movement ranging from 50 to 100 μm under a 100 lb load. On the other hand, the secondary stage results from the elastic

deformation of the alveolar bone in response to increased horizontal forces . Tooth mobility is a useful clinical indicator

of the biophysical state of the tooth-supporting structures. Therefore, it is essential for the diagnosis of a patient, and it

plays a clinically significant role in various dental treatments, including prosthodontics, orthodontics, periodontics, and

dental traumatology . The most commonly used clinical method to assess tooth mobility involves

applying pressure to the tooth using two metal instruments or one metal instrument and fingers . The results are

indicated by the range of horizontal or vertical displacement of the tooth . Horizontal tooth mobility refers to the degree

to which the tooth can move buccally or lingually within the alveolar socket. The evaluation is performed by placing the

handles of the dental instruments on either side of the tooth’s mesiodistal axis and applying moderate pressure

alternately, assessing the handle of the other instrument . Vertical tooth mobility refers to the degree to which the tooth

can move downward within the alveolar socket. This is evaluated by applying pressure to the tooth’s occlusal or incisal

surface using the tip of the instrument handle . This method is widely accepted in clinical routines due to its speed and

ease of execution. However, it has the disadvantage of subjective interpretation influenced by the clinical sensitivity and

perception of each individual, lacking objective confirmation of tooth mobility and reproducibility of results without

addressing causal factors .

Various electronic devices have been developed over the years to objectively measure the degree of tooth mobility 

. Although many techniques and devices exist, their reliability for measuring tooth mobility is still limited and

ambiguous. This is because it is challenging to accurately replicate tooth displacement influenced by the viscoelastic

properties of the periodontal ligament and the impact of the modulus of elasticity under load conditions in laboratory

studies . Additionally, both pathological and physiological factors can influence tooth mobility, and different types of

teeth exhibit varying ranges of mobility in different individuals, making it difficult to establish precise criteria for tooth

mobility measurement methods . 
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2. Devices for Tooth Mobility Measurement

Along with the classification methods for tooth mobility, various devices have been developed to evaluate tooth mobility in

a more objective manner. In the early stages of device development, a static loading method was utilized to measure

tooth mobility by applying force and visually assessing the displacement of the tooth. This method involved manually

moving the tooth to evaluate its mobility, which was a common approach employed by dentists to assess tooth mobility.

However, this method is subjective, has low reproducibility, and presents challenges in achieving precise numerical

measurements . Subsequently, a dynamic loading method was developed to measure tooth mobility. This method

enabled the accurate measurement and quantification of tooth mobility . With further technological advancements,

electronic devices were introduced to measure tooth mobility. These devices apply forces and electronically measure the

tooth’s response, enabling precise quantification .

2.1. Displacement Measuring Devices

The first device, Elbrecht’s Indicator, appeared in 1939 . This device uses a static loading method to measure tooth

mobility by measuring the labio-lingual displacement generated through digital pressure using a large-dial indicator. It is

capable of measuring mobility only above 0.75 mm, and applied force cannot be separately measured. Furthermore, the

execution of this technique necessitated a considerable magnitude of force to induce a displacement of 1/1000 inches,

thus posing a formidable challenge .

Subsequent advancements led to the development of various types of periodontometers . The utilization

of periodontometers required customized clutches or trays, primarily limiting their use for research purposes. Moreover,

the need for customized tools, as opposed to standardized ones, indicates the challenge of maintaining consistent and

precise control over loading rates and applied loads . Therefore, persistent endeavors have been dedicated to

objectively controlling the variables that impact the outcomes .

Holographic interferometry, an application of laser technology, offered intricate and comprehensive insights through non-

contact and non-destructive means. Nonetheless, the intricate nature of the procedure hindered its clinical implementation

.

Both of the methods mentioned above, periodontometers and holographic interferometry, utilized static loading to

measure tooth mobility. Periodontometers use a measuring probe that is inserted between the tooth and the periodontal

ligament to apply a specific force and measure mobility. Holographic interferometry involves shining a laser beam on the

tooth to capture its initial state and record the interference pattern to create an initial hologram. Then, a static load is

applied to the tooth, and the laser beam is, again, directed onto the tooth to record the interference pattern and create a

hologram of the deformed state after applying the load. By comparing the initial hologram with the deformed state

hologram, the difference in tooth movement is analyzed.

Konermann’s novel intraoral measuring device applies dynamic loading to measure tooth mobility. The dynamic loading is

exerted on the teeth using the device’s splint, which moves at a constant speed, applying dynamic force to the teeth. As a

result, the teeth undergo displacement, and the amount of movement is measured using laser holographic technology. It

was introduced to overcome the difficulties associated with the complex configuration and handling of laser holographic

technology  or manually driven equipment  in clinical use. The goal of this technology was to reveal characteristic

changes in the periodontal ligament during the maintenance period after orthodontic treatment and record the mobility of

teeth within the oral cavity. This device has demonstrated high accuracy and effectiveness in practical use. The precise,

fine grading of deflection durations has become an indicator of tooth movement. However, a drawback is that the

measurement results can vary depending on unwanted movements by the patient and how the investigator applies the

splint .

The most recent method used for tooth mobility measurement also utilizes the static loading method. Intraoral scanner

measurements aim to provide three-dimensional quantitative results regarding tooth movement using an intraoral scanner

within the oral cavity. This is a user-friendly, non-invasive technique that eliminates the need for separate devices such as

splints, resulting in less variability due to investigator-dependent results. The intraoral scanner is then used to obtain 3D

files of tooth positions, which are then analyzed using measurement software. Tooth mobility is then measured by

calculating the linear deviations along three axes (x, y, and z) based on three reference points (cervical (C), middle (M),

and occlusal (O)) in the interproximal areas .
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2.2. Strain-Measuring Devices

Picton’s Gauge  uses resistance wire strain gauges to measure tooth mobility. Strain gauges detect the vertical

movement of teeth, measuring displacement or mobility. One end of the gauge is attached to a single tooth, while the

other end is connected to adjacent teeth through a spring. The displacement of the test tooth relative to adjacent teeth is

detected by two strain gauges. The measurement of each tooth requires the insertion of a custom assembly. Using these

custom assemblies, tooth stress and displacement are measured, and this information is recorded through a Wheatstone

bridge circuit.

In Persson and Svensson’s transformer , strain gauges and a differential transformer are employed to sense force and

displacement. Tooth mobility is recorded at the same location and direction as the loading force, and the signals are

documented using a two-channel potentiometric recorder.

They utilize strain analysis using sensors distributed on the tooth surface to measure the deformation caused by the

forces applied to the tooth. This technique can provide quantitative information about stress distribution and tooth mobility.

2.3. Modal Measuring Devices

Modal analysis has emerged as the predominant approach within electronic devices employed for assessing tooth

mobility . Modal analysis measures a system’s dynamic characteristics in the frequency domain. In the industrial field, it

is used in the design of structures such as automobiles, aircraft, spacecraft, and computers . In the dental field, non-

invasive techniques such as damping capacity assessment (DCA) and resonance frequency analysis (RFA) are utilized.

Both methods involve the use of controlled force to detect lateral movement and measure stability, but they differ

significantly regarding their technical aspects . RFA utilizes the piezoelectric effect to generate deflection in implants,

requiring a transducer such as an implant or abutment, making it an unsuitable method for natural teeth .

The Periotest value (PTV) is a biophysical parameter that represents the reaction to impact on periodontal tissues .

Periotest (Siemens AG, Benssheim, Germany) involves tapping the tooth with a handheld device that applies a tapping

load of 8 g at a velocity of 0.2 m/s. The contact time between the tapping load and the tooth is measured by software and

converted into PTV. Periotest is suitable for measuring tooth mobility due to its ease of application, ability to measure both

horizontal and vertical dimensions, and reproducibility . Originally, Periotest was developed to measure the

damping characteristics of the periodontal ligament around natural teeth . When using Periotest for research,

operators have tried to standardize the condition of assessment with several types of positioning jigs . However,

there are many parameters that could influence mobility and are difficult to control, leading to unstable results. PTV

changes linearly with contact time between the tapping head of Periotest and the tooth surface in the lower range (PTV ≤

13), while it changes quadratically in the upper range (PTV > 13) . It has been suggested that the difference in the

change in PTV based on the range might be affected by the resistance change in interstitial or vascular fluids against

loading in the early stages of periodontitis . Therefore, it is currently primarily used for measuring the mobility of

implants .

A recently developed modified DCA device (Anycheck, Neobiotech Co., Ltd., Seoul, Republic of Korea) has been

improved compared to conventional DCA devices by reducing the amount of impact and discontinuing the tapping action

when stability is low, thus reducing the impact on teeth and implants .

The DCA method applies repetitive impact to the tooth surface, measuring the tooth’s rebound velocity and direction.

Depending on the mobility of the tooth, the rebound velocity and direction will vary. By analyzing the measured rebound

information obtained using dynamic loading, the device provides an immediate numerical representation of the tooth’s

mobility.
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